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Spawning salmon have been counted in coastal streams since 1950 to assess
the status of natural spawning stocksThe surveys were primarily established
to determine escapement of wild salmon past comercial net fisheries operating
in several large river systemsWhen commercial net fisheries were closed in
1957, the surveys were retained to determine escapement trends as ocean troll
and sport fisheries developed
The spawning salmon survey program has evolved through successive efforts
over the years--primarily to reduce the number of surveys, consolidate data
from a variety of drainages, and stil1 provide meaningful trend data at
minimal exnns Frnm ico tn 1974thnrimarv infnrmatinn nn trndc was
p I-
obtained by the Fish Commission of Oregon (Berry 1975) In 1976, following
merger of the Fish Commission and Wildlife Commission into a unified agency in
1975, the program was intensively reviewed and standardized (Cummings 1977)
Escapement indexes developed by the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife
were derived from limited surveys providing a breadth of coverage between
coastal drainages at the expense of in-depth coverage within any single
drainage
Beidler and Nickelson (1980) evaluated the surveying effort for coho
salmon prior to 1981They recommended that (1) the standard index be
expanded to at least 40 survey units (areas), (2) the peak count be replaced
with estimates of the number of spawners in the index unit as an index of
escapement, and (3) separate indexes be established for streams influenced by
hatchery fishThe recommendations were first adopted in 1981 for coho
salmon Lack of funds prevented a similar improvement in surveys for fall






Spawning  salmon  have  been  counted  in coastal streams  since 1950  to  assess
the status of natural spawning  stocks.  The  surveys  were  primarily established
to determine  escapement  of wild salmon  past cormercial  net fisheries operating
in several  large river systems. When  cormercial  net fisheries were  closed  in
1957,  the surveys  were  retained to determine  escapement  trends as ocean  troll
and  sport fisheries developed.
The  spawning  salmon  survey  program  has evolved  through  successive  efforts
over the years--primarily to reduce  the number  of surveys,  conso'lidate  data
from  a variety of drainages,  and  still  provide  neaningful  trend data at
minimal  expense. From  1950  to  tg74, the primary information  on trends was
obtained  by the Fish Cormission  of 0regon  (Berry  1975).  In 1976,  following
merger  of the Fish Cormission  and  blildlife Conmission  into a unified agency  in
1975,  the program  was  intensively  reviewed  and  standardized  (Cunmings  1977).
Escapement  indexes  developed  by the 0regon  Department  of Fish and  l{i'ldlife
were  derived from limited surveys  providing a breadth  of coverage  between
coastal drainages  at the expense  of  in-depth coverage  within any  single
drai  nage.
Beidler and  Nickelson  (1980)  evaluated  the surveying  effort  for coho
sa'lmon  prior  to 1981. They  recormended  that  (1) the standard  index  be
expanded  to  at least 40 survey  units (areas), (2) the peak  count be replaced
with estimates  of the number  of spawners  in the index unit  as an index  of
escapement,  and  (3) separate'indexes  be established  for streams  influenced  by
hatchery  fish.  The  recormendations  were  first  adopted  in 1981  for  coho
salmon. Lack  of funds  prevented  a similar  improvement  in surveys  for  fall
chinook  and  chum  salmon  in coastal  watersheds.
io
-1-Additional sampling was conducted in Lincoln District streams and
hatcheries to document straying of private hatchery coho salmon from Oregon
Aqua-Foods' (OAF) facility at Yaquina Bay.The program was partially funded
with $9,937 from Oregon Aqua-Foods and $3,565 in state funds totaling
$12,937.The program was conducted in response to concerns by fisheries
managers and the public on the possible long-term effects of interbreeding
wild and stray hatchery stocks in district streams.
METHODS
Spawning Fish Surveys
District fisheries biologists were responsible for surveying index areas
established in their respective districts.They were assisted by temporary
personnel hired to conduct intensive surveys for coho salmon.Fall chinook
salmon were counted between 8 October 1982 and 17 January 1983.Coho salmon
were counted between 15 October 1982 and 14 February1983.Chum salmon were
counted between 1 November 1982 and 3 January 1983.Pre-established index
areas were repeatedly sampled during the spawning season toobtain counts of
live and dead salmon.Counts of jacks (age 2) were kept separate from adults
(> age 3).
The standard index area for coho salmon included 48 streams, totaling
53.0 miles (Table 1).The index areas were stratified into two groups based
on the potential influence of hatchery fish on the counts.One group of
surveys contained streams thought to have light to heavyhatchery influences;
whereas, the second group of streams primarily contained wild spawners.Total













Additional  sampling  was  conducted  in Lincoln  District  streams  and
hatcheries  to document  straying of private hatchery  coho  salmon  from  0regon
Aqua-Foods'  (0AF)  facility  at Yaquina  Bay. The  program  was  partially  funded
with $9,937  from  0regon  Aqua-Foods  and  $3,565  in state funds  totaling
$12,937. The  program  was  conducted  in response  to concerns  by fisheries
managers  and  the public on the possible  long-term  effects of interbreed'ing
wi'ld  and  stray hatchery  stocks  in district  streams.
METHODS
Spawning  Fish Surveys
District  fisheries biologists v{ere  responsjble  for surveying  index  areas
established  in their respective  districts.  They  were  assisted  by temporary
personnel  hired to conduct  intensive  surveys  for coho  salmon. Fall chinook
salmon  were  counted  between  8 0ctober  1982  and  17 January  1983. Coho  salmon
were  counted  between  15 October  1982  and  14 February  1983. Chum  salmon  were
counted  between  I  November  1982  and  3 January  1983. Pre-established  index
areas  v{ere  repeatedly  sampled  during the spawning  season  to obtain counts  of
live  and  dead  salmon. Counts  of jacks (age  2) were  kept separate  from adults
(> age  3).
The  standard  index area  for  coho  salmon  included  48 streams,  totaling
53.0  miles (Table  1).  The  index  areas  were  stratified  into two  groups  based
on the potential influence of hatchery  fish  on the counts.  One  group  of
surveys  contained  streams  thought  to have  light  to heavy  hatchery  influences;
whereas,  the second  group  of streams  primarily contained  wild spawners.  Total
survey  distances  were  28.8  and  24.2  miles for hatchery-influenced  and  wild
o
-2-Table 1.Standard spawningsurveys for coho salmon in Oregon coastal
watersheds stratified intohatchery-influenced and wild fish spawningunits.
River system Index stream Mileage
Hatchery-influenced surveys
Necanicum R. Upper Necanicum 1.5
Kilchis R. Sams Downs Cr. 1.0
Wilson R. Cedar Cr. a 2.9
Upper Devil's Lake Fork 0.5
Tillamook R. Simmons Cr. 0.6
Nestucca R. Clear Cr. a 0.8
BearCr 08
Siletz R. Gravel Cr. 1.0
Fourth of July Cr. 0.8
Yaquina R. Salmon Cr. 0.6
Upper Yaquina R. a 2.0
Alsea R. (Five Rivers) Lobster Cr. a 1.3
Cherry Cr. 0.8
Wilson Cr. 1.3
Smith R. Buck Cr. 3.5
Beaver Cr. a 1.5
Little South Fork 1.0
Coos Bay Larson Cr. a 1.3
Millicoma R. Marlow Cr. 1.0
South Fk. Coos r. Daniels Cr. 0.8
Coquille R.





Elk Cr. West Fork 0.5
Nehalem R. N.F. Cronin Cr. 0.5
W. Humbug Cr. 1.0
Hamilton Cr. 1.0
Oak Ranch Cr. 1.0
N.F. Wolf Cr. a i.i
Little Nestucca R. Bear Cr. 0.8
Drift Cr. Horse Cr. 1.0
Nettle Cr. 0.8
Beaver Cr. N.F. Beaver Cr. 1.0
Yachats R. Williamson Cr. 1.3
School Fork 0.5
Siuslaw R., mainstem Dogwood Cr. 1.0
Doe Cr. 0.5
North Fork Billie Cr. 1.3
Lake Cr. Rogers Cr. 1.3
Misery Cr. 0.8
Panther Cr. a 0.8
Umpqua R Schofield Cra 2 0
DeanCr 15
South Fork North Myrtle Cr. 1.0
Cow Cr. Quines Cr. 1.0
Coquille R.
East Fork Steel Cra i 0
Middle Fork Slater Cr 0 5
South Fork Salmon Cr. 1.0
Subtotal 24 2
Total Index 53 0













Table  1.  Standard  spawning  surveys  for coho  salmon  in 0regon  coastal
watersheds  stratified  into hatchery-influenced  and  wild fish spawning  units.
River  system Index  stream Mi  leage
Hatchery-inf  I  uenced  surveys
Necanicum  R.
Ki  lchis  R.
t{i  lson  R.
Ti  I  lamook  R.
Nestucca  R.
Si  letz  R.
Yaquina  R.




South  Fk. Coos  r.
Coqui  I  le R.
North  Fork





Sams  Downs  Cr.
Cedar  Cr. a
Upper  Devil's Lake  Fork
Sirmons  Cr.
Clear  Cr. a
Bear  Cr.
Gravel  Cr.
Fourth  of July Cr.
Salmon  Cr.





Beaver  Cr. a
Little  South  Fork









































































l{.F. Cronin  Cr.
l{. Humbug  Cr.
Hami  Iton Cr.
Oak  Ranch  Cr.
N.F. I'lolf  Cr. c
Bear  Cr.
Horse  Cr.
t{ett  le Cr.








Panther  Cr. 4
Schofield  Cr. c
Dean  Cr.
North  Myrtle Cr.
Quines  Cr.
Steel  Cr. a
Slater  Cr.
Salnon  Cr.  i
Total Index






stocks, respectivelyThe standard index area for fall chinook salmon
contained 12 streams totaling 11 0 miles
The chum salmon index area was revised in 1982 and average peak fish/mile
counts were recalculated back to 1948 when counts began in Tillamook Bay
tributariesPrior to 1960, the index area contained three streams totaling
1 7 milesFrom 1960 to 1977, the index area contained six streams totaling
4 0 milesThe Clear Creek, Kilchis River, index was eliminated in 1960 after
a culvert was improperly placed in the stream and counts drastically
declinedFrom 1978 to 1981, the mileage was reduced to 3 7 miles when a trap
was constructed in Coal Creek, Kilchis River, which eliminated 0 3 mile of the
index unitIn 1982, the Clear Creek, Kilchis River, index was re-established
after the culvert that formerly impeded the upstream movement of chum salmon
was removed arid replaced with a bridgeThe current index area for chum
salmon totals 4 3 miles (seven index streams) in the Tillamook Bay watershed
A new standard index area was established for chum salmon in Clear Creek,
Nestucca River, where historical counts were available since 1950




(1) F/M = =1c where,
nmj
i..=1
0 F/M = average fish per mile
= peak count in index stream i
m= mileage surveyed in index stream i
0 n = number of streams surveyed
-4-
stocks, respectively. The  standard  index  area  for fall  chinook  salmon
contained  12  streams  totaling 11.0  miles.
The  chum  salmon  index  area  was  revised  in 1982  and  average  peak  fish/mile
counts  were  recalculated  back  to 1948  when  counts  began  in Tillamook  Bay
tributaries.  Prior to 1960,  the index  area  contained  three streams  totaling
1.7 miles.  From  1960  to  1977,  the index  area  contained  six streams  totaling
4.0 miles.  The  Clear  Creek,  Ki'lchis  River, index  was  eliminated  in 1960  after
a culvert was  improperly  placed  in the stream  and  counts  drastically
declined.  Frorn  1978  to 1981,  the mileage  was  reduced  to 3.7 miles when  a trap
was  constructed  in Coal  Creek,  Kilchis River,  which  eliminated  0.3 mile of the
index  unit.  In 1982,  the Clear  Creek,  Kilchis River, index  rras  re-established
after  the culvert  that  formerly impeded  the upstrean  movement  of  chum  salmon
rras  removed  and  replaced  with a bridge.  The  current index area  for  chum
salmon  totals 4.3 miles (seven  index  streams)  in the Tillamook  Bay  watershed.
A new  standard  index  area  tras  established  for  chum  salmon  in Clear Creek,
Nestucca  River, where  historical counts  were  available  since  1950.
Average  peak  fish/mile in the index  units was  calculated  from  the
fol  lowing  rel  ationship:
n
t




F/ltl  = average  fish  per mile
c; = peak  count in  index stream  rl
m; = mileage  surveyed  in  index stream
n = number  of  streams  surveyed
-4-Separate average peak fish/mile estimates were made for jacks and adults.
This constrasts to previous years where peak counts were obtained from the
combined number of jacks and adults observed in the index units
The total number of spawning coho salmon in the index area was estimated
using area-under-the curve (AUC) techniques (Beidler and Nickelson 1980),
expressed as fish/mileThis index was derived from the following
relationship
n
(2) N =ECt/11.3 where,
t= 1
N = total estimated number of spawning
fish in the index area
C= mean count in the 2-th period
t= number of days in theth period
An average spawning life of 11 3 days was assumed to apply for coho salmon
spawning in the index streams (Beidler and Nickelson 1980) The AUC estimates
were based on several stipulations to avoid using streams where few data
points were available or significant parts of the run were missedThese
criteria were(1) at least one survey was made prior to or on 8 November,
(2) water visibility was acceptable, (3) at least one survey was made on or
after 9 January, and (4) successive surveys were 10 or fewer days apart
However, two surveys between 10 and 20 days apart were allowed before the
survey was discarded for AUC estimates If the first or last count in the
index area was other than zero, a zero count was assumed to occur 7 days
before or after the actual countAll survey units that did not meet these
criteria were eliminated from the AUC index
-5-
o
Separate  average  peak  fish/mile estimates  were  made  for jacks and  adults.
This constrasts  to previous  years where  peak  counts  were  obtained  frorn  the
combined  number  of jacks and  adults observed  in the index  units.
The  total  number  of spawning  coho  salmon  in the index area  rras  estimated
using  area-under-the  curve  (AUC)  techniques  (Beidler and  Nickelson  1980),




[rf  =  z  cl,tt  /LL.3  where,
d= I
fr = total  estimated  number
fish  in the index  area
C4  = m€dtl  count in  the ith
ti  = number  of  days in  the
of spawning
per  i  od
zlth  period
An  average  spawning  life  of 11.3  days  was  assumed  to apply  for coho  salmon
spawning  in the index  streams  (Beidler  and  Nickelson  1980). The  AUC  estimates
were  based  on  several  stipulations  to avoid  using  streams  where  few  data
points  were  available  or significant  parts  of the run  were  rnissed.  These
criteria  were: (1) at least one  survey  rras  made  prior to or on  8 November;
(2) water  visibility  was  acceptable;  (3) at least  one  survey  was  made  on  or
after 9 January;  and  (4) successive  surveys  were  10  or fewer  days  apart.
However,  two  surveys  between  t0 and  20 days  apart nere al  lowed  before  the
survey  was  discarded  for AUC  estimates. If  the first  or last count  in the
index  area  was  other than zero, a zero  count  was  assumed  to occur  7 days
before  or after the actual  count. All  survey  units that did not meet  these
criteria were  eliminated  from  the  AUC  index
-5-The results of the spawning survey effort in individual streams,
stratified by fishery districts and river basins, are presented in Appendices
A, B, and C for fall chinook, coho, and chum salmon, respectivelyThe
appendices summarize all data from surveys completed during the 1982-83
spawning season including non-standard units surveyed by district biologists
and Research and Development Section biologists for other studies
Scale samples were obtained from chum salmon carcasses at Tillamook Bay
and Nestucca River to determine the age composition of the stocksLength
measurements were taken from the mid-eye to posterior scale (MEPS) and
converted to "ocean" fork lengths (FL) from the linear regression FL = -2 5214
+ 1 2048 (MEPS)Estimated fork lengths derived from the regression are
approximate since the relationship was obtained for coho rather than chum
salmon
Hatchery Fish Strays
Twelve additional streams were selected for intensive surveys in the
Yaquina River to augment the two standard index streams (Table 2)Carcasses
of spawned-out coho salmon encountered in surveys in Lincoln District rivers
were inspected for adipose fin marks indicating possible coded-wire-tagged
fish and scale samples were taken from the key scale area to analyze rearing













The  results of the spawning  survey  effort  in indiv'idual  streams,
stratified  by fishery districts  and  river basins,  are presented  in Appendices
A, B, and  C  for fall  chinook,  coho,  and  chum  salmon,  respectively. The
appendices  surmarize  all  data fron surveys  completed  during the 1982-83
spawning  season  including  non-standard  units surveyed  by district  biologists
and  Research  and  Development  Section  biologists for other studies.
Scale  samples  were  obtained  from  chum  salmon  carcasses  at Tillamook  Bay
and  Nestucca  River to determine  the age  composition  of the stocks.  Length
measurements  were  taken  from the mid-eye  to posterior scale (ltlEPS)  and
converted  to  "ocean"  fork  lengths (FL) from the linear regression  FL  =  -2.5214
+ 1.2048  (MEPS).  Estimated  fork lengths  derived  from  the regression  are
approximate  since the relationship was  obtained  for  coho  rather than chum
salmon.
Hatchery  Fish Strays
Twelve  additional streams  were  selected  for  intensive surveys  in the
Yaquina  River  to augment  the two  standard  index  streams  (Table  2).  Carcasses
of spawned-out  coho  salmon  encountered  in surveys  in Lincoln  District  rivers
were  inspected  for adipose  fin  marks  indicating possible  coded-wire-tagged
fish  and  scale samples  were  taken  from the key scale area  to  analyze  rearing





Table 2 Yaquina River tributaries surveyed for stray coho salmon, 1982
Area Tributary
I(Tributaries of Yaquina Bay) Beaver Creek
Mill Creek
II (Tributaries of the lower Yaquina and lower Bear Creek




III (Tributaries of the upper Yaquina River) Bales Creek
Salmon Creek a
Upper Yaquina Creek a




ast4aJ Bpawn'vng f8h arvey
Hatchery coho salmon were examined for coded-wire tags at public and
private hatchery facilities in the Lincoln District Representative scale
samples were obtained from unmarked adults at public hatcheries (Salmon River,
Siletz, and Fall Creek) for life history analysis
Scale analysis
Scales were analyzed using methods described by Nicholas and Van Dyke
(1982), except the 1982 scale training populations were not specifically
tailored to the Yaquina River as in 1981The discriminant function used in
1982 was developed to classify coho caught in the ocean fisheriesThe
training populations contained wild scales collected from the Nehalem River
south to the Coquille River, hatchery yearling scales from many ColumbiaRiver
and all coastal Oregon coho hatcheries, and hatchery accelerated scalesfrom
the OAF facilities at Coos and Yaquina bays
-7-
a
Table  2.  Yaquina  R'iver  tributaries surveyed  for stray coho  salmon,  1.982.




I  (Tributaries  of Yaquina  Bay)
II  (Tributaries  of the lower  Yaguina  and  lower
Big E1k  Creek)
III  (Tributaries  of the upper  Yaquina  River)
IV (Tributaries  of upper  Big Elk Creek)
Beaver  Creek







Salmon  Creek  a
Upper  Yaquina  Creek  a
Grant  Creek
Rail Canyon  Creek






^sterda?d spaning  fdeh eumteya.
Hatchery  coho  salmon  were  examined  for  coded-wire  tags at public and
private  hatchery  facilities  in the Lincoln  District.  Representative  scale
sarnples  were  obtained  from  unmarked  adults at public hatcheries  (Salmon  River,
Siletz, and  Fall Creek)  for life  history analysis.
Scale  analysis
Scales  were  analyzed  using  rnethods  described  by Nicholas  and  Van  Dyke
(1982),  except  the 1982  scale  training populations  were  not specifically
tailored to the Yaquina  River as in 1981. The  discriminant  function used  in
1982  was  developed  to classify coho  caught  in the ocean  fisheries.  The
training populations  contained  wild scales  collected  from  the Nehalem  River
south  to the Coquille  River, hatchery  year'ling  scales  from  many  Columbia  River
and  al  I  coastal 0regon  coho  hatcheries, and  hatchery  accelerated  scales  from
the OAF  faci'lities  at Coos  and  Yaquina  bays
a
-7-F
Among the three groups, the greatest rate of misclassification occurred
between the wild and hatchery yearling groups.However, 94% of the hatchery
accelerated group was correctly classified by the function which indicates
that estimates of this component are reasonably accurate.The results of the
analysis were not corrected for misclassifications.
Spawning Stock Size
The total number of hatchery and wild adult coho salmon spawning in the
Yaquina River was estimated from the relationship:
n
(3) Nhw = (M/mj)Nj where,
i= 1
Nhw = total number of spawners from hatchery(h)
and wild (w) stocks
M = total miles of spawning habitat in the
drainage
= total number of spawners in index stream £
(Equation 2)
The estimated number of hatchery fish (Nh) was calculated from:
(4) Nh = Nhpr where,
p = percentage of adults spawningprior
to 1 January
r = percentage of hatcher,y fish in the
spawning population (N.e)
The estimated number of wild fish (Nw) was calculated from:





Among  the three groups,  the greatest  rate of misclassification  occurred
between  the wild and  hatchery  yearling groups. However,  94/ of the hatchery
accelerated  group  was  correctly c'lassified  by the function  which  indicates
that estimates  of this component  are reasonably  accurate. The  results of the
ana'lysis  were  not corrected  for misclassifications.
Spawning  Stock  Size
I 
The  total  number  of hatchery  and  wild adult coho  salmon  spawning  in the
Yaquina  River  was  estimated  from  the relationship:




Nhw  = total  number
and  wild (w)
ll = total miles
drai  nage
ili  = tot.l  number
(Equation  2)
The  estimated  number  of hatchery  fish
(4) N6  = N6ypr
p = percentage  of
to 1 January
The  estimated  number of wild fish (Nw)
^^
Nw  = (NnwP  - (5)
r  = percentage  of hatchefl fish  in the
ipawning  population  (fr6)
calculated  from:
^^




of spawners  from hatchery  (h)
stocks
of spawn'ing  habitat in the
of spawners  in  index stream  rl
(f(f,)  was  calculated  from:
nfiere,





The rate of straying (S) by adult coho salmon from Oregon Aqua-Foods in
the Yaquina River was obtained from the equation
(6) S = Nh/I + Nh - W where,
T = the total return of adult coho to the
private hatchery
W = the estimated number of wild coho adults




Twelve standard index areas (11 0 miles) were surveyed in 1982 (Table
3) The standard index areas were surveyed 60 times totaling 61 2 miles
The average fish/mile count in the 12 index streams was 79 0 adults and
10 8 jacks totaling 89 8 fall chinook salmon (Table 4) The adult index was
within the range of counts experienced since 1977 (67 9 to 81 5 adults/mile)
There has been an upward trend in the average peak chinook/mile counts
since the mid 1950's (Figure 1)
Coho Salmon
Peak counts
Coho salmon were counted in 48 index areas in 1982 The standard index
streams were surveyed 508 times (559 1 miles) to obtain peak counts (Table
5)The average peak fish/mile in 48 index areas was 22 7 coho salmon,













The  rate of straying (S) by adult coho  salmon  from 0regon  Aqua-Foods
the Yaquina  River  was  obtained  from  the equation:
ln
(6) S = N6/T  + Nh  -  tl  nrhere,
the total  return of  adult coho  to the
private hatchery
the estimated  number  of wild coho  adults
captured  at the private hatchery
|f:
RESULTS
Fall Chinook  Salmon
Peak  counts
Twelve  standard  index  areas  (11.0  miles) were  surveyed  in 1982  (Table
3).  The  standard  index  areas  were  surveyed  60  times  totaling 61.2  mi'les.
The  average  fish/mile  count in the 12 index streams  was  79.0 adults and
10.8  jacks  totaling 89.8  fall  chinook  salmon  (Table  4).  The  adult index  was
within the range  of counts  experienced  since tg77  (67.9  to 81.5 adults/mile).
There  has been  an upward  trend in the average  peak  chinook/mile  counts
since  the  mid  1950's  (Figure  l.).
Coho  Salmon
Peak  counts
Coho  salmon  were  counted  in 48 index areas  in 1982. The  standard  index
streams  were  surveyed  508  times (559.1  miles) to obtain peak  counts  (Table
5).  The  average  peak  fish/mile  in 48 index areas  was  22.7 coho  salmon,
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1948 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 7 654 7
1949 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 71,251 2
195031 77274 35210129 223 25125 3496
1951312645848410994 662 75725 6708
1952 7.1 9.9 77.6 87.510.9 3.9 49.1 53.0 2.5 296.4
19538747 185 23210928144 17225 4876
19547135 179 21410941 150 19125 6152
1955 7 1 13 4 16 9 30 312 1 2 0 29 5 31 5 2 5 138 8
19567959 124 184129120 37649625 1276
1957871203784981292440242625 2660
19587786 55864413629 143 17225 2732
1959 8 7 3 7 39 0 42 613 6 1 7 26 8 28 5 2 5 112 8
196071273328 60114481 137 21748 654
196192116 512 628144130472 60148 958
1962 9.2 10.0 42.3 52.314.4 4.7 37.0 41.7 4.8 458.3
196392107 555 6621447625232848 3367
1964 9 2 11 4 62 5 73 914 4 8 5 53 8 62 3 4 8 314 0
196592195 591 786144154 555 70948 1325
19669212261874014444338 38348 3096
1967 9 2 12 0 49 6 61 512 9 25 0 39 4 64 3 4 8 159.2
1968 9 2 10 2 32 9 43 211 3 2 0 25 3 27 34 8 174 8
19699.2 11.1 36.8 47.914.4 13.0 31.2 44.24.8 239.4
1970 9.2 20.9 79.9 100.814.4 6.0 42.6 48.7 4.8 403.3
1971 9.2 8.9 43.2 52.114.4 3.0 48.1 51.04.8 285.4
1972 9.7 19.9 41.3 61.214.4 5.7 14.9 20.6 4.8 442.3
1973895451857214424283 30748 7069
197492136 588 724144110 179 29048 6935
1975 4.622.8 58.7 81.511.3 5.1 20.0 25.1 4.8 640.8
197610.5 15.4 39.5 55.014.4 5.1 20.3 25.4 4.8 242.3
197711.0 14.0 67.9 81.914.4 2.3 7.8 10.1 4.8 337.9
197810569 77083814428 94 12245 6140
197910 5 12 1 81 5 93 614 4 2 5 21 7 24 2 4 5 53 6
198010.5 13.1 79.0 92.214.4 5.5 13.5 19.0 4,5 184.7
19811057874282052716 8410045438
198211 010 8 79 0 89 853 0 6 6 16 1 22 7 5 1 523 3
-11-
Table  4.  Average  number  of fish/mile observed  in standard  spawn'ing  index
streams.
Chinook  Salmon Coho  Salmon
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1956  7  .9
1957  8.7
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largest in the Astoria, Unipqua, and Coos/Coquille districts (19-21
adults/mile) and smallest in the Siuslaw District (7 adults/mile) Peak jack
counts ranged from 1 to 3 jacks/mile in the northern fishery districts
(Astoria, Tillamook, Lincoln, and Siuslaw) to 13-15 jacks/mile in southern
districts (Umpqua and Coos/Coquille)
The trend in the average peak coho/mile counted in standard index streams
has sharply declined since the mid 1960's (Figure 2)
Total escapement (AUC)
A sufficient number of surveys was conducted in 19 of the 48 stream areas
(40%) to obtain escapement estimates of total fish spawning in the index areas
using the AUG techniqueIntermittent, but severe, floods throughout the
spawning season prevented adequate surveying effort in the remaining index
streams
The estimated total escapement of spawners averaged 32 adults/mile and 10
jacks/mile based upon data obtained in 19 standard surveys (Table 5)The
estimates of total spawners within each district were similar to fish/mile
indexes, although no data were available for the Astoria District and only one
stream qualified for AUC estimates in the Coos/Coquille DistrictThe data
indicate that peak fish/mile indexes for adults account for about 50% of the












largest  in the Astoria,  tlnpqua,  and  Coos/Coguille  districts (19-21
adults/mile)  and  smallest  in the Siuslaw  District (7 adults/mile). Peak  jack
counts  ranged  from  t  to 3 jacks/mile  in the northern  fishery districts
(Astoria,  Tillamook,  Lincoln,  and  Siuslaw)  to 13-15  jacks/mile  in southern
districts  (Umpqua  and  Coos/Coquille).
The  trend in the average  peak  coho/mile  counted  in standard  index  streams
has  sharply  declined  since  the  mid  1960's  (Figure  2).
Total escapement  (AUC)
A sufficient  number  of surveys  was  conducted  in 19 of the 48 strean areas
(40f) to obtain escapement  estimates  of total  fish  spawning  in the index  areas
using  the AUC  technique. Intermittent, but severe,  floods throughout  the
spawning  season  prevented  adequate  surveying  effort  in the remaining  index
streams.
The  estimated  total  escapement  of spawners  averaged  32 adu'lts/mile  and  10
jacks/mile  based  upon  data  obtained  in 19 standard  surveys  (Table  5).  The
estimates  of total  spawners  within each  district  were  similar to fish/mile
indexes,  a'lthough  no  data  were  available  for the Astoria District  and  only one
stream  qualified for AUC  estimates  in the Coos/Coquille  District.  The  data
indicate that peak  fish/mile  indexes  for  adults account  for  about  50X  of the









































































































































































3llv\/HSrJ XVSd  SCVU3AVTable 5.Suimiarv of neak fish/mile counts and estimated total escanement of
coho salmon in standard index streams by fishery district, 1982 I
Survey effort Peakcount Estimated escapements
Fishery No Total permile No
district surveys Milesmiles Adults JackssurveysAdultsJacks
Astoria 7 6 6 55 8 19 3 0 -- --
Tillamook 7 7 4 78 1 12 1 3 36 5
Lincoln 10 10.6 124.6 15 2 3 39 2
Siuslaw 8 7 5 91 2 7 2 7 13 2
Umpqua 7 11 5 127 0 21 15 5 45 27
Coos/Coquille 9 9 4 82 4 19 13 1 70 30
Oregon Coast 48 53 0 559 1 16 7 19 32 10
aFl,ah/ml,ie dervved from areaunderthecurve (AL/C) e8tt.matea
Hatchery-influenced versus wild streams
The average peak fish/mile in hatchery-influenced streams was 18 adults
and 6 jacks compared to 22 adults and 8 jacks in streams containing
predominately wild stocksThe estimated total escapements were likewise
similar in the two classifications In hatchery-influenced streams, the
estimated average total spawning density was 28 adults/mile and 4 jacks/mile
compared to 24 adults/mile and 10 jacks/mile in streams believed to be
restricted to wild spawnersThese estimates are based on a total compilation
of all standard and nonstandard index units surveyed during the 1982-83
spawning seasonThe nonstandard surveys comprised 45% or 460 4 miles of the
total 1,019 5 miles reportedly surveyed for coho salmonNonstandard as well
as standard surveys are sunitiarized by Fishery District in Appendix B
-15-
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Table  5.  Surmary  of peak  fish/mile  counts  and  estimated  total  escapement  of
coho  salmon  in standard  index  streams  by fishery district,  1982.
Peak  count  Estimated  escapements  ('
F  i  shery
district
No.  Total  per  mi  Ie  No.
surveys  Mi  les  mi  les  fdu]T5--Tffi  surveys  Adults  Jacks
ile
Astori  a
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Oregon  Coast  48 53.0  559.1 16 10 32 19
aFdeh/nile  clerived from uea-underth*oum;e  (AIIC) qtinatea.
Hatchery-influenced  versus  wi  ld streams
The  average  peak  fish/mile  in hatchery-influenced  streans  was  19 adults
and  6 jacks compared  to 22 adults and  8 jacks in streams  containing
predominately  wild stocks.  The  estimated  total  escapements  were  likewise
similar in the two  classifications.  In hatchery-influenced  streams,  the
estimated  average  total  spawning  density  was  28 adu'lts/mile  and  4 iacks/mile
compared  to 24 adults/mile  and  10 jacks/mile in streams  believed  to be
restricted  to wild spawners.  These  estimates  are based  on a total  compilation
of  al  I  standard  and  nonstandard  index  units surveyed  during the 1982-83
spawning  season. The  nonstandard  surveys  comprised  45X  or 460.4  miles of the
total  11019.5  miles reportedly  surveyed  for coho  salmon. Nonstandard  as well
as standard  surveSn  are sunnarized  by Fishery District  in Appendix  B.
-15  -U
Escapements into Tenmile lakes
Peak counts of 127 adults and 105 jacks were obtained in 4 8 miles of
streams surveyed at Tenmile lakes Based on these counts and previous
population estimates from tag-recapture programs, the total escapement in 1982
was 8,500 coho salmon comprised of 4,500 adults and 4,000 jacksThese
estimates are nearly identical to estimates obtain in 1981 (4,500 adults and
3,000 jacks), indicating escapements have not improved in the lake system that
once averaged 38,000 spawners (1949-73)
Chum Salmon
Tillamook Bay
Peak countsChum salmon have been irregularly counted in eight index
areas since 1948 (Table 6) Seven index areas are currently used for standard
surveys to assess the condition of the stocks in the Miami, Kilchis, and
Wilson riversIn 1982, the standard index areas were surveyed 41 times
totaling 24 1 milesThe average peak fish/mile was 610 2 chum salmon in the
standard index streamsThe chum salmon escapement was excellent compared
with historical average index counts in Tillamook Bay and Nestucca River
combined (Table 4)
Average peak counts have widely fluctuated since 1948 (Figure 3)The
fluctuations in recent years have primarily been in response to variable
natural survival rates since the commercial gill-net fishery in Tillamook Bay
was closed following the 1961 season
Trap countsA trap was installed in Coal Creek, Kilchis River, in 1977
to collect eggs from excess chum salmon for public and private hatchery use
The trap was operated by OOFW personnel and funded by private hatchery












Escapements  into Tenmile  lakes
Peak  counts  of 127  adu'lts  and  105  jacks were  obtained  in 4.8 miles of
streams  surveyed  at Tenmile  lakes.  Based  on these  counts  and  previous
population  estimates  from tag-recapture  programs,  the total  escapement  in 1982
was  8,500  coho  salmon  comprised  of 4,500  adults and  4,000  iacks.  These
estimates  are nearly identical to estimates  obtain in 1981  (4,500  adults and
3,000  jacks),  indicating escapements  have  not improved  in the lake system  that
once  averaged  38,000  spawners  (1949-73).
Chum  Salmon
Ti  l'lamook  Bay
Peak  counts.  Chum  salmon  have  been  irregular'ly counted  in eight index
areas  since 1949  (Table  6).  Seven  index areas  are currently used  for  standard
surveys  to assess  the condition  of the stocks  in the Miami,  Ki'lchis, and
l,lilson  rivers.  In 1982,  the standard  index areas  were  surveyed  41 times
totaling 24.1  miles.  The  average  peak  fish/mile was  610.2  chum  salmon  in the
standard  index  streams. The  chum  salmon  escapement  was  excellent compared
with historical  average  index  counts  in Tillamook  Bay  and  Nestucca  River
combined  (Table  4).
Average  peak  counts  have  widely  fluctuated since  194S  (Figure  3). The
fluctuations in recent  years  have  primarily been  in response  to variable
natural survival rates since  the connercial  gill-net  fishery in Tillamook  Bay
was  closed  following the 1961  season.
Trap  counts. A trap was  installed in Coal  Creek,  Kilchis River' in 1977
to collect eggs  from  excess  chum  salmon  for public and  private hatchery  use.
The  trap was  operated  by ODFl,l  personnel  and'funded  by private hatchery
operators  with the stipulation that private interests retain 90[ of the eggs
-16-U
Table 6.Peak counts of chum salmon in Tillamook Bay tributaries, 1948-82.
Miami River Ki!chis River Wilson Riverlillamook River
MainMossProutyMainCoalClearLittle North Main
Year Stem Cr. Cr. Stem Cr. Cr. Fork Stem
1948 -- 450 -- -- -- 454 209 --
49 -- 361 -- -- --1,347 419 --
1950 -- 256 -- -- -- 420 142 --
51 -- 193 -- -- -- 699 712 --
52 -- 29 -- -- -- 487 182 --
53 -- 330 -- -- -- 780 104 --
54 -- 73 -- -- -- 906 381 --
55 -- 14 -- -- -- 201 97 --
56 -- 10 -- -- -- 102 194 --
57 -- 54 -- -- -- 351 172 --
58 -- 34 -- -- -- 331 153 --
59 -- 7 -- -- -- 87 152 --
1960 102 0 17 65 104 2 20 4
61 b136 6 4 76 154 13 27 39
62 571 86 0 2201,142 6 25 61
63 302 39 3 165 802 5 109 62
64 323 18 178 65 870 18 13 16
65 104 0 2 30 404 0 61 18
66 194 50 3 611,002 12 87 74
67 173 31 15 18 430 3 25 41
68 151 9 42 37 413 0 107 11
69 214 4 0 34 812 1 50 15
1970 135 183 33 851,383 23 64 27
71 102 73 62 105 889 2 94 13
72 235 13 70 2711,358 0 127 83
73 371 333 119 3251,662 3 474 68
74 416 111 1361,266 813 85 373 63
75 349 173 85 7971,328 22 310 66
76 148 19 0 397 313 2 214 45
77 182 -- -- 284 916° -- 124 122
78 857 -- -- 985 300d -- 326 182
79 27 -- 5 52 57 -- 82 14
1980 13 4 3 -- -- 75 724 43
81 6 -- -- -- -- -- 182 --
82 149 191 221 231 475 532 825 --
Miles0.60.6 0.5 1.0 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.8
allon8tQ,4a?1irvey unit.
bo,,ercjaj gill-net fieheriee for chum salmon closed after the 1961 8easOfl.
CTrcp constructed 0.5 mile above the mouth washed out on 25 November 1977.
The estimated total run was 916 chum salmon (Sans 1980).
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0,8 0.5 0.6 0.5 1.0 0.5 Mi'les  0.6  0.6
o
a
allonat@tdard. surleA  tmit.
bconmereial  gitl-net  fiehe?ia  fon  elnsn aalmon eloed,  after  the  7967 *ealon.
eyrq  eonatmtetd  0.5  mtle  aboue the  nouth  uashd  otrt  on  25 llooqiben  79?7.
the  ati,nated  total  ?un tNB  976 ehun sdlnon  (Sarne  W?A)






















































































































































































































































































3lrn/HStJ XV3d  3CVU3AVand replant 10% as smolts in Coal Creek after a predetermined number of adults
was released upstream to spawnThe trap was placed in the standard spawning
fish survey unit about 0 5 mile above the mouth As a result, the survey unit
was shortened from 0 8 to 0 5 mile However, trap records have been
maintained by hatchery personnel since 1977 (Table 7), which are useful in
charting stock size trends in Coal Creek In 1982, 1,661 chum salmon were
trapped in Coal Creek which was nearly as large as the record-high 1,746
recorded in 1978
Table 7Coal Creek, Kilchis River, chum salmon trapping records, 1977-82
Released above Spawned Buried Total
Year Males Females Males Females Males Females trapped
1977b 209 176 82 52 0 0 519
78 745 379 254 368 0 0 1,746
79 241 126 0 0 0 0 367
1980 365 209 -- 53 38 0 665
81 272 224 -- 109 0 0 605
82 958 334 3 366 0 0 1,661
aMale chum uaed for apawn1.ng are ueually releaaed above the trap.
bTrap waehed out 25 November 197?Total chum Balmon run e8tmated at 916 t.n
Coal Creek (Some 1980).
The sex ratio was 42% females and 58% males for chum salmon captured at
Coal Creek trap in 1982The average sex ratio in previous years (1977-81)
was similar (43% females and 57% males)
Nestucca River
Chum salmon have been counted in Clear Creek, Nestucca River, since 1950
(Table 8) The annual surveys in the index stream provide a useful indicator
of the long-term trend of chum salmon in the Nestucca RiverIn 1982, the






and  replant 10f as smolts in Coal  Creek  after  a predetermined  number  of  adu'lts
was  released  upstrean  to spawn. The  trap was  placed  in the standard  spawning
fish  survey  unit about  0.5 mile above  the mouth. As a result, the survey  unit
was  shortened  from  0.8 to 0.5 mile.  However,  trap records  have  been
maintained  by hatchery  personnel  since  1977  (Table  7), which  are useful in
charting  stock  size trends  in Coal  Creek. In 1982,1,661  chum  salmon  were
trapped in Coal  Creek  wtrich  was  nearly as large as the record-high  L,746
recorded  in 1978.
Table  7.  Coal  Creek,  Kilchis River, chum  salmon  trapping  records,  L977-82.
Released  above  Spawneda
Year  ffi  ffi
Buried  lotal













































auarc ehwn  wel  fon  epanndng  oe  usually  reLeased obooe the  trap.
bfrq  uashd  out  25 Nooanber  7977.  Total  ehwn  ealmon mn  eeti'natd  e  976 in
Coal,  Cneek  (Sqne 7980).
The  sex  ratio was  4?%  females  and  58%  nales  for chum  salmon  captured  at
Coal  Creek  trap in 1982. The  average  sex  ratio in previous  years  (1977-81)
was  similar (43X  females  and  57X  males).
Nestucca  River
Chum  salmon  have  been  counted  in C'lear  Creek,  Nestucca  River, since 1950
(Table  8).  The  annual  surveys  in the index  stream  provide  a useful indicator
of the long-term  trend of chum  salmon  in the Nestucca  River.  In 1982,  the
index  area  was  surveyed  11 times  totaling 8.8 miles.  The  peak  count  was  45
-19-.
chum salmon (56 3 fish/mile) on 22 November 1982 The survey in Clear Creek
was hampered when a landowner denied access to the lower 0 2 mile of the index
area where a greater proportion of chum salmon spawned in previous years
Therefore, the peak count was probably smaller relative to counts made in
earlier years.
Table 8.Peak counts of chum salmon in Clear Creek, Nestucca River, 1950-82.
Peik Peak
Year count a Year count
1950 56 1970 53
51 73 71 45
52 43 72 49
53 5 73 109
54 178 74 214
55 35 75 34
56 13 76 72
57 88 77 116
58 165 78 295
59 36 79 18
1960 6 1980 87
61 57 81 9








aS,ed 0 8 rni,le.
bLc,,zdoer denied aeoeea to lower 0 2 r,n.leofthe survey and 0.2 mile wae
added to the upper end.
Peak counts of chum salmon have shown wide fluctuations since 1950
(Figure 4) A 4-year cycle of dominance has generally occurred since 1954
corresponding to the dominant age class of 4-year-old spawners prevalent in
Oregon chum salmon stocksLarge number of spawners have generally produced





chum  salmon  (56.3  fish/mile) on  22 November  1982. The  survey  in Clear  Creek
was  hampered  when  a landowner  denied  access  to the lower  0.2 mile of the index
area  where  a greater proportion of chum  salmon  spawned  in previous  years.
Therefore,  the peak  count  was  probably  smaller relative  to counts  made  in
earl  ier years












































































asunteqed  0.8 mi.Le.
bLqtdottner denid  caeeao to  Louen 0,2 rtLe  of  the  surrt)eA  ald  0.2 nrile  uas
added to  the  uppen end,.
Peak  counts  of chum  salmon  have  shown  wide  fluctuations since 1950
(Figure 4).  A 4-year cycle of dominance  has general  ly occurred  since 1954
corresponding  to the dominant  age  class of 4-year-old spawners  prevalent in
0regon  chum  salmon  stocks.  Large  number  of spawners  have  genera'lly  produced



























































































































































































































lllY\,/Hsll XVSd  ICVUfAV
-21-returns 4 years laterNestucca River chum salmon have primarilyfluctuated
from natural mortality factors alone since commercial gill-netfisheries were
closed after March 1927 (Cleaver 1951)A large run failed tomaterialize in
1982 following the record high count in 1978, however, this may be partly a
function of a lack of access to survey salmon in the lower 0 2mile of Clear
Creek
Age-length composition
Scale samples were obtained from 88 chum salmon carcassesrecovered in
Tillamook Bay tributaries in 1982The sample consisted of 46males and 42
femalesThe age composition of the chum stocks was 20 4% age3, 78 4% age 4,
and 1 1% age 5 (Table 9)Cursory inspection of growth increments on age 4
fish indicated that growth was poor in the third year of life(1981) compared
to the fourth yearThis might indicate that food productionand consequently
growth was hampered by poor oceanic conditions in 1981 Meanlengths of
female chum salmon in Tillamook Bay ranged from 67 7 cm FL atage 3 to 69 4 cm
FL at age 4Males were slightly larger, ranging from 70 7 cmFL at age 3 to
73 3 cm FL at age 4 (Table 10)
Table 9Sex ratio and age composition of Tillamook Bay chumsalmon, 1982
Sex ratio
Males Females Agecomposition
Age No No Total
3 11 239 7 167 18 204
4 34 73 9 35 83 3 69 78 4
5 1 22 0 00 1 11











returns  4 years  later.  Nestucca  River chum  sa'lmon  have  primarily fluctuated
from  natural mortality factors alone  s'ince  commercial  gill-net  fisheries were
closed  after March  1927  (Cleaver  1951). A large  iun failed to materialize  in
1982  following the record  high count  in 1978;  however,  this may  be partly a
function of a lack of access  to survey  salmon  in the lower  0.2 mile of Clear
Creek.
Age-l  ength  composition
Scale  samples  were  obtained  from  88 chum  salmon  carcasses  recovered  in
Tillamook  Bay  tributaries in 1982. The  sample  consisted  of 46  males  and  42
females.  The  age  composition  of the chum  stocks  was  20.4X  age  3, 78.4%  age  4,
and  1.1X age  5 (Table  9).  Cursory  inspection  of growth  increments  on age  4
fish  indicated that growth  was  poor in the third  year of  life  (1981)  compared
to the fourth year.  This might indicate that food production  and  consequently
growth  was  hampered  by poor oceanic  conditions in 1981.  Mean  lengths  of
female  chum  salmon  in Ti'llamook  Bay  ranged  frqn 67.7 em  FL at age  3 to 69.4 cm
FL at age  4.  Males  were  slightly  larger, ranging  from  70.7  cm  FL at age  3 to
73.3  cm  FL  at age  4 (Table  10).






















Tota'l 88 42 46 52.3 47.7 100.0
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Table 10Mean lengths of Tillamook Bay chum salmon, 1982
Mean lengths
Males Females
Age MEPS FL MEPS FL
3 608 707 583 677
4 629 733 597 694
5 660 770 -- --
aMean "ocean" fork length8 converted from the regresewn FL2 5214 + 1.2048
(MEl'S)MEl'S lengths are rin4eyepostervor scale measurements.
Scale samples were obtained from only four chum salmon inthe Nestucca
River (one male and three females)The four salmon were progeny from the
1978 brood year (age 4)
Hatchery Coho Salmon Strays
Coded-wire tag recoveries
Nine CWT strays from Oregon Aqua-Foods wererecovered in Yaquina Bay
tributaries (Table 11)The tags were recovered in all four areas sampled,
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Q,teut noeeann  fork  Lengthe qnaetted  fron  the  regneeei'on FL = -2.5274  +  7.2048
(MEPS).  MEPS  tettgtha  ee  nidey*poaterion  seale  meaou?anefltl.
Scale  samples  were  obtained  from  only four chum  salmon  in the Nestucca
River (one  male  and  three females). The  four salmon  were  progeny  fron the
1978  brood  year (age  4).
Hatchery  Coho  Sa1mon  Strays
Coded-wire  tag recoveries
Nine  C1.1T  strays from 0regon  Aqua-Foods  were  recovered  in Yaquina  Bay
tributaries  (Table  11).  The  tags were  recovered  in all  four areas  sampled,






Tagged coho released by Oregon Aqua-Foods were also recovered at other
Oregon coastal localities (Table 11)The relatively large number of strays
recovered at Salmon River Hatchery compared with other coastal hatcheries
probably reflects differences in the geographic positioning of the facilities
rather than any measurable index of straying at each site (Nicholas et al
1982)Salmon River Hatchery is located on the main stem a short distance
above tidewater, while Siletz and Fall Creek hatcheries are located on
tributaries much further upstream.
Table 11Tagged coho released in Yaquina Bay by Oregon Aqua-Foods recovered
at Oregon coastal sites in 1982
Recovery site Number
Salmon River Hatchery 22
Siletz River Hatchery 1
Siletz River 1
Oregon Aqua-Foods, Yaquina Bay 4,954 a
Yaquina River 9
Fall Creek Hatchery (Alsea River) 1
Alsea River 2 b
Beaver Creek 1
Elk River Hatchery 1
Total 4,992
a5 ,245 po8em.ki coho were exami,ned, but tag8 were oniy recovered from
4,954.
bInclude8one tagged coho recovered i-n the Al8ea Ri-ver eportfi-8hery in
September 1982.
Scale Analysis
Samplers collected 165 scales from coho salmon carcasses in Yaquina River
tributaries and 574 at Salmon River, Siletz River, and Fall Creek hatcheries
combined (Table 12) Scale samples collected in Yaquina River after 1 January
1983 were assumed to be from wild coho based on the results of similar studies







Tagged  coho  released  by Oregon  Aqua-Foods  were  also recovered  at ttner
0regon  coastal localities  (Table  11).  The  relatively  large number  of strays
recovered  at Salmon  River Hatchery  compared  with other coastal hatcheries
probably  reflects differences  in the geographic  positioning  of the faci'lities
rather than any  measurable  index  of straying at each  site  (Nicholas  et al.
1982). Salmon  River  Hatchery  is  located  on the main  stem  a short distance
above  tidewater,  while Siletz and  Fall Creek  hatcheries  are located  on
tributaries much  further upstream.
Table  11.  Tagged  coho  released  in Yaquina  Bay  by 0regon  Aqua-Foods  recovered
at Oregon  coastal sites  in 1982.











Salmon  River Hatchery
Siletz River  Hatchery
Si  letz River
0regon  Aqua-Foods,  Yaquina
Yaquina  River
Fall Creek  Hatchery  (Alsea
A'lsea  River
Beaver  Creek




a5"245 adlpoa*narkd  eoho uene aartned,  but  toge uere onI.y reeooened  fton
4,954.
O  brnelud,ee otte toggetl aho  pecooened  in  the Alsea Rdoer epott  fiehezg  in
Septaibet  7982.
o Scale  Analysis
Samplers  collected  165  scales  from  coho  salmon  carcasses  in Yaquina  River
tributaries  and  574  at Salmon  River, Si'letz  River, and  Fall Creek  hatcheries
combined  (Table  12).  Scale  samp'les  collected in Yaquina  River after L January
1983  were  assumed  to be from  wild coho  based  on the results of similar studies
in 1980  (Nicholas  et aI.1982) and  1981  (Nicholas  and  Van  Dyke  1982).
o
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Vaquina 11/5 to 12/30 132 14 95 23
Yaquina 1/1 to2/3 33 16 13 a 4
Hatcheries
Salmon River 11/4, 11/6 181 1 140 40
Siletz River 11/1 196 4 145 47
Fall Creek 11/8-9 197 3 157 37
aAll scales collected after 1 January 1983 were aaewned to be from wild coho
80 were not i.ncluded in the strayi.ng 8tudy.Some of these 8cale8 were used
i.n the wvld tra1.n1ng populati.on
DistributionScale analysis showed that hatchery and wild coho salmon
were distributed throughout the Yaquina River (Table 13) similar to coded-wire
tag recoveriesHatchery strays were more abundant than wild coho salmon in
each area of the watershed
Table 13.Classification by discriminant analysis of coho salmon scale
samples collected from Yaquina River tributaries by watershed area, 1982.
Hatchery Hatchery
yearlingaccelerated Wild
Area No % No % No % Total
ITidewater 13 29 522 50 0 0 20 5 44
IILowerBig Elk & Yaquina 7 21 920 62 5 4 12 5 32 a
IIIUpperYaquina 0 0 4 57 1 3 42 9 7
IVUpperBig Elk 1 7 710 76 9 1 7 7 12
conescalesample could not beclassi.fi,ed
-25-
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Table  12.  Source  of coho  salmon  scale  samp'les  collected in 1.982-83.
o Adu  I  ts
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Distribution.  Scale  analysis  showed  that hatchery  and  wild coho  salmon
were  distributed  throughout  the Yaquina  River  (Table  13)  similar  to coded-wire
tag recoveries. Hatchery  strays  v{ere  more  abundant  than  wild coho  salmon  in
O  each  area  of the watershed.
Table  13.  Classification  by  discriminant  analysis  of coho  salmon  scale
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TimingCoho salmon were first observed on 28 October 1982 and a few
live adults were observed as late as 25 January 1983 Hatchery fish strays
dominated the spawning population in October, November, and through much of
December (Table 14)The hatchery strays were primarily composed of
"accelerated" smolts liberated in the first year of life by Oregon
Aqua-Foods.
Table 14.Classification by discriminant analysis of coho salmon scale
samples collected from Yaquina River tributaries by time period, 1982.
Hatchery Hatchery
yearling accelerated Wild
Timeperiod No No No Total
10/29to11/11 0 -- 3 100.0 0 -- 3
11/12to11/25 2 11.8 14 82.3 1 5.9 17
11/26to12/9 9 23.7 23 60.5 6 15.8 38
12/10to12/23 9 30.0 15 50.0 6 20.0 31 a
12/24to12/31 1 16 7 1 16 7 4 66 6 6
Total 21 22.1 56 58.9 17 17.9 95 a
cOne scale scznple coul4 not be claes'Efied.
Lincoln District public hatcheries.Discriminant analysis of scale
samples collected at Lincoln District public hatcheries indicated that Salmon
River Hatchery contained about 14% accelerated hatchery stock compared to
about 3% at Fall Creek (Alsea River) Hatchery (Table 15) In contrast, no
accelerated hatchery fish was identified in scale samples collected at SIletz
River HatcheryThe results of the scale analysis are consistent with the
observed trends in the recoveries of Oregon Aqua-Foods' tags at the three







Timing.  Coho  salmon  were  first  observed  on 28 0ctober  1982  and  a few
'live 
adults were  observed  as late as 25 January  1983.  Hatchery  fish  strays
dominated  the spawning  popu'lation  in 0ctober, November,  and  through  much  of
December  (Table  14).  The  hatchery  strays were  primarily composed  of
"accelerated"  smolts  liberated in the first  year  of life  by 0regon
Aqu  a-Foods  .
Table  14.  Classification  by  discriminant  analysis  of coho  salmon  scale
samples  collected  from  Yaquina  River tributarils  by time period, 1982.
vearl  inq  accelerated  tli  Id
Time  perioa  fi6i  ff61------T  il6;---Z  Total
o  ll"ill:  llill  2
tll26 to l2/9
L2lL0  to 12123
11.8  14
9  23.7  23
9  30.0  15
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4)ne eeale sanple auld  ttot  be elaaei.fi.ed.
Lincoln  District public  hatcheries. Discriminant  analysis  of scale
samples  collected  at Lincoln  District public  hatcheries  indicated  that Salmon
River Hatchery  contained  about  141  accelerated  hatchery  stock compared  to
about  3X  at Fall Creek  (Alsea  River) Hatchery  (Table  15).  In contrast, no
accelerated  hatchery  fish  was  identified  in scale samples  collected at Siletz
River Hatchery. The  results of the scale ana'lysis  are consistent  with the
observed  trends in the recoveries  of 0regon  Aqua-Foods'  tags at the three
hatcheries.  Percentages  of wild stocks in the hatcheries  ranged  from about





Table 15Classification by discriminant analysis of coho salmon collected at
Salmon River, Siletz, and Fall Creek hatcheries, 1982
Hatchery Hatchery
yearling accelerated Wild
Location No No No Total
Salmon River 94 67 1 20 14 3 25 17 9 140
Siletz 125 86.2 0 -- 18 12.4 145 b
Fall Creek 136 86.6 5 3.2 16 10.2 157
aone scale 8ample could not be cLaesi,fied
scale &mples could not be claesi.fi.ed
Abundance in Yaguina River
The area-under-the-curve estimates of the total spawning escapement of
adult coho salmon in Yaquina River surveys were used to provide rough
estimates of spawning stock sizes of hatchery and wild fish in Yaquina River
The estimates are predicated on the following assumptions1) there are 156
miles of coho salmon habitat in Yaqina River (Beidler and Nickelson1980), 2)
the spawning density in the surveys was representative of the total spawning
population, and 3) fish counted in the survey areas were spawners rather than
migrants to upstream spawning sitesAdditional assumptions pertaining to AUC
estimates are described by Beidler and Nickelson (1980) The estimates
derived from AUC data are likely maximal since most violations of the
assumptions tend to overestimate true population sizes
The AUC population estimate was 292 adult coho in 10 5 milesThe
population estimate was expanded by a factor of 156/10 5 = 14 86 to determine
a total spawning population of 4,339 adultsThe estimated proportion of fish
that spawned prior to 1 January was 95% while 5%(assumed to be all wild




Table  15,  Classification  by  discriminant  analysis  of coho  salmon  collected  at
Salmon  River,  Siletz, and  Fal'l  Creek  hatcheries,1982.
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Abundance  in Yaquina  River
The  area-under-the-curve  estimates  of the total  spawning  escapement  of
adult coho  salmon  in Yaquina  River surveys  were  used  to provide  rough
estimates  of spawning  stock  sizes of hatchery  and  wild fish  in Yaquina  River.
The  estimates  are predicated  on the following assumptions:  1) there are 156
miles  of coho  salmon  habitat in Yagina  River  (Beidler  and  Nickelson  1980);2)
the spawning  density in the surveys  was  representative  of the total  spawning
population; and  3) fish  counted  in the survey  areas  were  spawners  rather than
migrants  to upstream  spawning  sites.  Additional assumptions  pertaining  to AUC
estimates  are described  by Beidler and  Nickelson  (1980). The  estimates
derived  from  AUC  data are likely maximal  since  most  violations of the
assumptions  tend  to overestimate  true population  sizes.
The  AUC  population  estimate  was  292  adu'lt  coho  in 10.5  miles.  The
population  estimate  was  expanded  by a factor of 156110.5  = 14.86  to determine
a total  spawning  popu'lation  of 4,339  adu'lts. The  estimated  proportion  of fish
that spawned  prior  to 1 January  was  95I while 5X (assumed  to be all  wild
stock) spawned  after 1 January  1983. These  percentages  applied  to the
o
o
-27-population estimates indicate that 4,122 spawned prior to 1 January and 217
thereafter.Since wild fish comprised about 18% of the spawners prior to 1
January (Table 14), the estimated stock sizes were 742 wild and 3,380 hatchery
adults.Therefore, the total spawning population in Yaquina River consisted
of 3,380 (78%) hatchery and 959 (22%) wild adults in 1982-83.The stock size
estimates must be tempered with the realization that they rely on several
unquantified biases in the data and underlying assumptions.
.
Straying rate.Ore-Aqua records showed that 42,694 adult coho salmon
were recovered at the Yaquina Bay facility in 1982.Of these, an estimated
1,129 (+ 565) were wild spawners (Cumings 1983).Therefore, the estimated
straying rate was 8% in the Yaquina River.It was not possible to calculate
similar straying rates of Ore-Aqua coho to nearby drainages or an overall
straying rate to all areas outside the hatchery.
DISCUSSION
The average peak count of adult fall chinook salmon fell within the range
of counts experienced since 1977 (67.9 to 81.5 adults/mile).The record high
counts in recent years suggest the stocks are healthy and escapement goals
have been attained to achieve full natural production.The relatively stable
peak counts since 1977 may indicate the stocks have attained maximum
sustainable numbers of spawners in most coastal rivers.The peak count of
jack fall chinook improved over 1981 and was within the range of peak counts






population  estimates  indicate  that 4,122  spawned  prior to 1 January  and  21.7
thereafter.  Since  wild fish comprised  about  18%  of the spawners  prior to L
January  (Table  14), the estimated  stock sizes were  742  wild and  3,380  hatchery
adults.  Therefore,  the total  spawning  population  in Yaquina  River consisted
of 3,380  (78%)  hatchery  and  959  (22%)  wild adults in 1982-83. The  stock  size
estimates  must  be  tempered  with the realization that they rely on several
unquantified  biases  in the data and  underlying  assumptions.
Straying rate.  Ore-Aqua  records  showed  that 42,694  adult coho  salmon
were  recovered  at the Yaquina  Bay  faci'lity  in 1982. 0f these, an  estimated
L,'1,29  (+ SOS)  were  wild spawners  (Cunmings  1983).  Therefore,  the estimated
straying rate was  8X  in the Yaquina  River.  It  was  not possible  to calculate
similar straying rates of 0re-Aqua  coho  to nearby  drainages  or an  overall
straying rate to a'll areas  outside the hatchery.
DISCUSSION
The  average  peak  count  of adult fall  chinook  salmon  fell  within the range
of counts  experienced  since  1977  (67.9  to 81.5 adults/mile).  The  record  high
counts  in recent years suggest  the stocks are healthy and  escapement  goals
have  been  attained  to achieve  full  natural production. The  relatively stable
peak  counts  since 1977  may  indicate the stocks have  attained maximum
sustainable  nurnbers  of spawners  in most  coastal rivers.  The  peak  count  of
jack fal1  chinook  improved  over 1981  and  was  within the range  of peak  counts
obtained  in recent  years.  The  jack count  indicates  survival of the 1980  brood
was  relatively good.
-28-Oregon coastal fall chinook contribute to fisheries from southeastern
Alaska to central California.The stocks can be divided into two major
production units based on their distribution of catch in ocean fisheries.
Northern and central coastal fall chinook primarily contribute to Alaskan and
British Columbia fisheries while southern Oregon stocks primarily contribute
to Oregon and California fisheries.Different regulations govern the harvest
of chinook from each major production unit which may influence the escapement
in the production units.The average coastal peak counts are heavily
influenced by surveys in the northern production unit.Trends in the southern
production unit are difficult to assess due to the small number of surveys and
erratic counts in index streams.No additional funds were authorized in the
1983-85 biennium to improve the surveys for chinook salmon in either major
production unit.
The average escapement of adult coho salmon in 1982 was a distinct
improvement over indexes collected since 1979.The improved escapement was a
reflection of the severe restrictions imposed on ocean troll and sport
fisheries by the Pacific Fishery Management Council.However, despite the
improvement in adult escapements in 1982, the spawning index failed to achieve
the interim goal of 19.7 adults/mile (about 170,000adults).The interim goal
was set to ultimately achieve an optimumlevel of 200,000 adults by 1987 in
the Coho Salmon Management Plan (ODFW 1982).
Stray coho salmon from private hatcheries and returns from offstation
presmolt and smolt releases probably inflate the peak counts incertain
watersheds where index areas are located.The degree of influence is unknown
which hampers any straightforward analysis of wild fish escapementsin coastal
streams.Stray spawners from private hatcheries generally overlappedthe






0regon  coasta't  fall  chinook  contribute  to fisheries from  southeastern
Alaska  to central California.  The  stocks  can  be  divided  into two  major
production  units based  on their distribut'ion  of catch  in ocean  fisheries.
Northern  and  central  coastal  fall  chinook  primarily  contribute  to Alaskan  and
British Columbia  fisheries  whi'le  southern  0regon  stocks  primarily  contribute
to 0regon  and  California fisheries.  Different regulations  govern  the harvest
of chinook  from  each  major  production  unit wtrich  may  influence  the escapement
in the production  units.  The  average  coastal  peak  counts  are heavily
influenced  by surveys  in the northern  production  unit.  Trends  in the southern
production  unit are  difficult  to assess  due  to the small  number  of surveys  and
erratic  counts  in index  streams, No  additional  funds  were  authorized  in the
1983-85  biennium  to  improve  the surveys  for  chinook  salmon  in either major
production  unit.
The  average  escapement  of adult coho  salmon  in 1982  was  a distinct
improvement  over indexes  col  lected since 1979. The  improved  escapement  was  a
reflection of the severe  restrictions imposed  on ocean  trol'l  and  sport
fisheries by the Pacific F'ishery  Management  Council. However'  despite  the
improvement  in adult escapements  in L982,  the spawning  index  failed to achieve
the interim  goal  of 19.7  adults/mile  (about  170,000  adults).  The  interim  goal
was  set to ultimately achieve  an  optimum  level of 200,000  adults  by 1987  in
the Coho  Salmon  Management  Plan (0DFl,l  1982).
Stray coho  salmon  from private hatcheries  and  returns from offstation
presmolt  and  smolt  releases  probably  inflate  the peak  counts  in certain
watersheds  where  index areas  are located.  The  degree  of influence is  unknown
which  hampers  any  straightforward  analysis  of wild fish escapements  in coastal
streams. Stray spawners  from  private hatcheries  generally  overlapped  the







-29-in 1982 as well as the previous 2 years (Nicholas et a]. 1982; Nicholas and
Van Dyke 1982).The average total spawning density in hatchery-influenced
streams was about 4 adults/mile larger than in streams believed to be
restricted to wild spawners based on a compilation of all index units
(standard and nonstandard) surveyed in 1982.The differential in total
spawners may be influenced by hatchery strays and returns from hatchery
transplants or other nonrelated factors (i.e. the hatchery-influenced streams
may be inherently more productive than streams with wild stocksalone).
The peak counts of coho salmon in index units classified as wild were
larger than peak counts in hatchery-influenced streams when all standard and
nonstandard indexes were combined.In contrast, total estimates of spawners
in the two strata from AUC data indicated the opposite was true.The
difference is thought to be due to the influence of index units with wild fish
in lake systems where counts of wild fish are traditionally much larger than
in river systems.The indexes in lake systems have not qualified for AUC
estimates but were included in peak counts for nonstandard surveys.
The chum salmon escapement was excellent at Tillamook Bay in 1982.This
was reflected in the large peak counts obtained in all streamssurveyed at
Tillamook Bay.Chum salmon trapped in Coal Creek also approached the
record-high number counted in 1978.Similar results were obtained in the
Nestucca River, although access was denied to the prime spawning habitat in
the lower 0.2 mile of Clear Creek.Scale samples indicated that 4-year-old













in 1982  as well as the previous  2 years  (Nicholas  et al.  1982;  Nicholas  and
Van  Dyke  1982). The  average  tota'l spawning  density in hatchery-influenced
streams  was  about  4 adu'lts/mile  larger than in streams  believed  to be
restricted to wild spawners  based  on a compilation  of all  index  units
(standard  and  nonstandard)  surveyed  in 1982. The  differential  in total
spawners  may  be inf'luenced  by hatchery  strays and  returns frun hatchery
transplants  or other nonrelated  factors (i.e.  the hatchery-influenced  streams
may  be inherently  more  productive  than streams  with wild stocks  alone).
The  peak  counts  of coho  salmon  in index  units class'ified  as wild were
Iarger than peak  counts  in hatchery-influenced  streams  when  all  standard  and
nonstandard  indexes  r{ere  combined. In contrast, total  estimates  of spawners
in the two strata from  AUC  data indicated the opposite  was  true.  The
difference is thought  to be due  to the influence  of index  units with wild fish
in lake systems  where  counts  of wild fish  are traditionally  much  larger than
in river systems. The  indexes  in'lake systems  have  not qualified for AUC
estimates  but were  included  in peak  counts  for  nonstandard  surveys.
The  chum  salmon  escapement  was  excellent at Tillamook  Bay  in 1982. This
was  reflected in the large peak  counts  obtained  in a'll streams  surveyed  at
Tillamook  Bay. Chum  salmon  trapped  in Coal  Creek  also approached  the
record-high  number  counted  in 1978. Similar results were  obtained  in the
Nestucca  River, although  access  was  denied  to the prime  spawning  habit'at in
the lower  0.2 mile of Clear  Creek. Scale  samples  indicated  that 4-year-old
chum  salmon  from the 1978  brood  year dominated  the runs in 1982.
-30-.
Hatchery strays from Oregon Aqua-Foods comprised a significant proportion
of the spawning stocks of coho salmon in Yaquina River.Although the straying
rate was about 8%, this provided 78% of the naturally spawning adult coho
salmon in Yaquina River because of the large numerical dominance of hatchery
fish returning to the system.Scale analyses and the recovery of coded-wire
tags indicate that hatchery fish strays from Oregon Aqua-Foods have also
mingled with wild and hatchery spawning stocks in other coastal drainages.A
relatively high proportion of strays from hatchery accelerated fish releases
was identified at Salmon River Hatchery.The possible long-term affects of
these strays are unknown but contemporary genetic theories suggest a potential












Hatchery  strays from  0regon  Aqua-Foods  comprised  a significant  proportion
of the spawning  stocks  of coho  salmon  in Yaquina  River.  Although  the straying
rate was  about  8%,  this provided  78%  of the natural  ly spawning  adult coho
salmon  in Yaquina  River because  of the large numerical  dominance  of hatchery
fish  returning to the system. Scale analyses  and  the recovery  of coded-wire
tags indicate that hatchery  fish  strays from 0regon  Aqua-Foods  have  also
mingled  with wild and  hatchery  spawning  stocks  in other coastal  dra'inages.  A
relatively high proportion  of strays from  hatchery  accelerated  fish releases
was  identified at Salmon  River  Hatchery. The  possib'le  long-term  affects of
these strays are unknown  but contemporary  genetic theories suggest  a potential
loss in the "productivity" (yield) of the impacted  stocks  may  occur.
-31-.
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Peak Counts of Fall Chinook Salmon in Standard and Nonstandard
Index Streams Stratified by Fishery District and River Basins
Explanation of Columns in Appendix Tables
NoSur --the number of individual surveys included in the strata
Miles--miles surveyed in the strata
Times Sur --number of actual surveys made within the strata
Total Miles--cumulative total miles surveyed within the strata
For multiple surveys, it is the sum of the individual surveys
times the frequency surveyed
Peak Counts -
1982 Peak--maximum combined live and dead salmon seen on a given survey
Per Mile--peak count expressed as a fish/mile count.
Date--date of the survey when the peak count was observed.
1981 Peak--peak count obtained in the survey during the previous year.
Estimated Run Size (AUC)
Sur.--the number of surveys used for area-under-the curve (AUC estimates
within the strata.
Run Size--the total estimated number of salmon that spawned in a given
survey.
















Peak  Counts  of Fall  Chinook  Sa'lmon  in Standard  and  Nonstandard
Index  Streams  Stratified by F'ishery  District  and  River Basins
Explanation  of Columns  in Appendix  Tables
No. Sur.--the number  of individual surveys  inc'luded  in the strata.
Miles--miles  surveyed  in the strata.
Times  Sur.--number  of actual surveys  made  within the strata.
Total Mi  les--cumu'lative  tota'l mi  les surveyed  within the strata.
For  multiple surveys,  it  is the sum  of the individual surveys
times the frequency  surveyed.
Peak  Counts
1982  Peak--maximum  combined  live  and  dead  salmon  seen  on a given survey.
Per  Mile--peak  count  expressed  as a fish/mile count.
Date--date  of the survey  when  the peak  count  was  observed.
1981  Peak--peak  count  obtained  in the survey  during  the previous  year.
Estimated  Run  Size (AUC)
Sur.--the number  of surveys  used  for
within the strata.
Run  Size--the total  estimated  number
survey.
Per Mile--the total  estimated  number
strata.
area-under-the  curve (AUC  estimates
of salmon  that spawned  'in a given
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Peak Counts and Estimated Spawning Density of Coho Salmon in Standard
and Nonstandard Index Streams Stratified by Fishery District and River
Basins
Explanation of Columns in Appendix Tables
No. Sur.--the number of individual surveys included in the strata.
.
Miles--miles surveyed in the strata.
Time Sur.--number of actual surveys made within the strata.
Total Miles--cumulative total miles surveyed within the strata.
For multiple surveys, it is the sum of the individual surveys
times the frequency surveyed.
Peak Counts
1982 Peak--maximum combined live and dead salmon seen on a given survey.
Per Mile--peak count expressed as a fish/mile count.
Date--date of the survey when the peak count was observed.
1981 Peak--peak count obtained in the survey during the previous year.
Estimated Run Size (AU1
Sur.--the number of surveys used for area-under-the curve (AUC) estimates
within the strata.
Run Size--the total estimated number of salmon that spawned in a given
survey.












Peak  Counts  and  Estimated  Spawning  Density  of Coho  Salmon  in Standard
and  Nonstandard  Index  Streams  Stratified by Fishery  District  and  River
Bas  i  ns
Explanation  of Columns  in Appendix  Tables
No.  Sur.--the number  of individual surveys  included  in the strata.
Miles--miles  surveyed  in the strata.
Time  Sur.--number  of actual surveys  made  within the strata.
Total l'li  les--cumul  ative total mi  les surveyed  within the strata.
For  multiple surveys,  it  is the sum  of the individual surveys
times the freguency  surveyed.
Peak  Counts
1982  Peak--maximum  combined  live  and  dead  salmon  seen  on a given survey.
Per  Mile--peak  count  expressed  as a fish/mile count.
Date--date  of the survey  when  the peak  count  was  observed.
1981  Peak--peak  count  obtained  in the survey  during  the previous  year,
Estimated  Run  Size  (AUC)
Sur.--the  number  of surveys  used  for
within  the strata.
Run  Size--the  tota'l estimated  number
survey.
Per  Mile--the  total estimated  number
strata.
area-under-the  curve (AUC)  estimates
of salmon  that spawned  in a given
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Peak Counts of Chum Salmon in Standard and Nonstandard Index Streams
Stratified by Fishery District and River Basins
Explanation of Columns in Appendix Tables
No. Sur.--the number of individual surveys included in the strata.
Miles--miles surveyed in the strata.
Times Sur.--number of actual surveys made within the strata.
Total Miles--cumulative total miles surveyed within the strata.
For multiple surveys, it is the sum of the individual surveys
times the frequency surveyed.
Peak Counts
1982 Peak--maximum combined live and dead salmon seen on a given survey.
Per Mile--peak count expressed as a fish/mile count.
Date--date of the survey when the peak count was observed.
1981 Peak--peak count obtained in the survey during the previous year.
Estimated Run Size (AUC)
Sur.--the number of surveys used for area-under-the curve (AUC) estimates
withinthe strata.
Run Size--the total estimated number of salmon that spawned in a given
survey.













Peak  Counts  of Chum  Sa'lmon  in Standard  and  Nonstandard  Index  Streams
Stratified by Fishery  District and  River  Basins
Expl  anation  of Col  umns  in Appendix  Tab'les
No. Sur.--the number  of individual surveys  included  in the strata.
Miles--miles  surveyed  in the strata.
Times  Sur.--number  of actual surveys  made  within the strata.
Total Miles--cumulative  total miles  surveyed  within the strata.
For multiple surveys,  it  is the sum  of the individual surveys
times the frequency  surveyed.
Peak  Counts
1982  Peak--maximum  combined  live  and  dead  salmon  seen  on a given survey.
Per  Mile--peak  count  expressed  as a fish/mile count.
Date--date  of the survey  when  the peak  count  was  observed.
1981  Peak--peak  count  obtained  in the survey  during  the previous  year.
Estimated  Run  Size (AUC)
Sur.--the number  of surveys  used  for  area-under-the  curve (AUC)  estimates
within the strata.
Run  Size--the total  estimated  number  of salmon  that spawned  in a given
survey.
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